QUBIQA
FILM BRAKE
Install an active film braking system on
your multipack machine.

Without an active film brake on your upper and lower
film feed systems, an excess of film is pulled into the
tunnel during the compression cycle.
This will result in a longer film sleeve and, ultimately,
over-compression of your product to achieve the required
multipack dimensions.
The Qubiqa Active Film Braking System, which is included in the
most recent version of our multipack machine, can be retrofitted on
your machine for better performance and less over-compression of
your product.

With film brake

Features:
• Reduces over-compression in your multipack system
• Reduces film consumption

Without film brake

”REDUCE OVER-COMPRESSION AND SAVE MONEY.”
Qubiqa, which is the result of a merger between the former companies Univeyor and Seelen, focuses on innovative quality products and solutions for
the optimization of internal logistics processes. We apply our expert knowledge in our core products and always have our customers’ “total solutions”
in mind. Qubiqa intends to be the leading global supplier of intelligent and customized solutions based on innovative concepts. Qubiqa is “lean”
– efficient and technologically geared for the handling of small-size as well as larger projects on a high, but cost-competitive level. The financial
platform is solid, and when combined with our know-how and expertise we are ready to meet the competition both on the domestic market in
Scandinavia and the UK and on the global export markets.
Qubiqa Automation in Esbjerg is a modern engineering and manufacturing company, and one of the leading researchers and developers of advanced
packing and conveying systems. Qubiqa in Esbjerg was founded in 1945 and has experienced a significant development over the years. The export
share is approx. 98 per cent, primarily in Europe, the US, Russia and Asia.
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